
LIVE A BETTER LIFE
B Y  B R I T N E Y  C R O S S O N

5 Tools You Need To



As a kid, I aimed for straight A’s in classes and for success in all

of my activities, like dance, cheerleading and student council.  I

remember going to the school office to find out my high school

graduation ranking just days before the ceremony.  Top 25%,

Cum Laude.  Good, I thought.  Not great, but good.  I

recognized that I wasn’t “the best”, but being “better” was really

my main goal.  Better than who?  I don’t know.  No one in

particular, I guess.  I mean, I wasn’t an aggressively competitive

person.  I’m still not.  In fact, I pride myself on being an

extremely graceful loser, thank you very much.  Not that I lose

that much… Anyway, I was under no major pressure from my

parents to do well in school.  In fact, they never really got the

chance to pressure me.  I pressured myself (you’re welcome,

Mom and Dad).  There has just always been a natural drive in

me to do better, be better and live better.  I’ve also always been

enamored by excitement and fun.  Blame it on my small town

upbringing or my fascination with Hollywood, if you will, but I

always admired those that seemed to get out and about,

socialize with interesting people and have special experiences

at beautiful places.  This is the type of life I always strived for,

and its the type of life I am so grateful to be living now. 

But even though I was born with overachiever tendencies, I’ve

still been broken down and discouraged by lots of things in my

life.  Through the years, my deepest, and not always most

happy, experiences that may have felt absolutely horrible at the

time, ended up giving me such a beautiful perspective on how

to live a better life.  From my parents’ dramatic divorce to

broken relationships to my own personal struggle with panic

disorder, living better not only means tasty food, amazing wine

and fabulous hotels, but it also means truly feeling good about   
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your life, day in and day out.  It means knowing what’s

important.  And, most of all, it means loving yourself.  My

personal struggles have truly taught me that I want to live life

with as much happiness in and around me as possible.  I

literally want to celebrate the simple fact that I’m living.  After all,

I love a party. 

My own hardships plus my own observations of other people -

friends, family, strangers - over the years led me to writing this

booklet.  In self help, there is so much focus on going from rock

bottom to the tip top…so many “rags to riches” stories.  But the

truth is that most people’s stories aren’t super dramatic.  Most

people have had their share of struggles and difficulties but still

manage to live decent lives.  The problem is that too many

times I’ve seen people fail to take that next step in their life to

true happiness and enjoyment.  They live a generally good life,

but create imaginary limits that prevent them from really amping

it up and living even better.   I have found ways to push past

those limits and enjoy experiences in life that are amazing and

exciting and special. 

We all have someone in our lives that is the helper, the problem

solver, the motivator.  In my life, that person is me.  Lord knows

I’ve given my loved ones more motivational chats than they’ve

bargained for.  So I thought I’d shift my focus to a broader

audience and share with you the top 5 things that help me  

Live A Better Life.  
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#1 Identify Your Prizes   

We’ve all heard the saying, “Keep your eye on the prize”, but

have you actually tried doing it?  In order to be able to keep

your eye on the prize, you must first identify what your prizes

are, similar to making vision boards and the method in that

book, The Secret.  Examples might include spiritual goals,

traveling to a special place, making a certain amount of

money, having happy children, sustaining a successful

marriage, fulfilling a childhood dream, writing your first book or

performing charitable acts. I have a list of 6 main prizes for my

life written down in a notebook.  I highly recommend you write

yours down, too, and look at them often.  For years I didn’t

write down any specifics.  I just had a general idea of my

prizes in my head.  But that wasn’t good enough.  Having them

written down in a place where I can refer back to them anytime

makes a huge difference.  They may change over time, and

that’s okay.  But some of them will probably remain the same

for forever if they’re about ongoing situations or feelings. Your

prizes should serve as a compass for your entire life, guiding

you every single day, in big ways and small. When you find

yourself feeling lost or defeated, refer back to your prize list to

remind yourself of what’s most important to you.  Are your daily

activities, thoughts and feelings helping you get or maintain

one or all of your prizes?  If not, it’s time to refocus.  When it

comes down to choosing how to spend your precious time,

remember that if it’s not a “hell yeah!”, then it’s a “no, thank

you.”  Always keep your eye on the prize, y’all. 
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#2 Open Your Mind   

A narrow mind is a waste.  Being anti-this and anti-that

creates negative feelings inside of us.  Plus it takes up too

much energy to spend time and thought on all of the things

that you’re “against”.  Sure, there are exceptions (like, it’s

okay to be anti-murder), but in general, you should throw all of

your antis in the trash.  Yep.  Throw them OUT.  This is going

to be difficult for a lot of you.  For years you’ve been taught

certain things and shown certain ways of life.  Deciding to get

rid of your antis might feel really scary and weird, especially if

you’re pretty set in your ways.  But even some of you that

think you’re rather open-minded can make improvements.  Try

it out on something the next time your mind gives you an anti

vibe. Ask yourself, Why am I against this?  What purpose do

my negative feelings toward this topic or this person serve?

Another great way to help your own mind open up is to

expose yourself to things you’re not familiar with.  If you’re

from the city, go to the country for a day, and vice versa.

 Listen to a new type of music.  Talk to a stranger. Watch a

documentary. The more new things, places and people you

encounter, the more your mind will naturally open.  Not only

will you find having an open mind to be refreshing and

educational, but it will also help relieve stress, which is always

a wonderful thing. 
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#3 Know That You Deserve Great Things  

This is one that I personally struggle with on a regular basis.

You know how so many people think, That would never

happen to me, when they think of something scary

happening?  Well, I’m the opposite.  I’m super sick?  I must be

dying.  My arm hurts?  Its probably about to fall off.  I’m

competing for something?  I’ll probably lose.  The little devil on

my shoulder is seriously a shithead, y’all.  I’ll be amazed if

something actually went really well or super scared that

something will fall apart.  And these thoughts don’t come to

me in an angry way.  They’re actually more defeated, worried

and fearful.  I now recognize that this all comes from my not

realizing that I truly do deserve great things in life.  Of course

we all have to accept and deal with negative things in our

lives, but we also must remember to accept and deal with the

positive.  The next time something good happens to you, even

if it’s simply making it through the green light at the

intersection when you’re running late, embrace it.  You

deserve great things just as much as the next person.  If you

need some affirmation on it, talk to someone that truly thinks

you’re wonderful (your mom, your dad, your spouse...

whomever) to get a boost.  We may say funny things like, “Of

course you think I’m beautiful. You’re my mother.”  But the

truth of the matter is that we should really listen to and believe

the compliments we get from loved ones.  They’re not lying to

you.  Sure, they’re a bit biased, but that doesn’t make them

wrong.  In fact, these are the people that see the beautiful

things in you that some others don’t get a chance to.  Accept

their positive words and energy, mix it with some of your own

and start believing in yourself.  The more that we welcome the

positive experiences with open, deserving arms, the more

they will happen. 
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#4 Take Care of You   

Self-care is absolutely crucial to living a better life.  Examples

might include exercise, eating healthy food, massages,

meditation, deep breathing, reading a book, watching a

movie, personal grooming, and even speaking and thinking

kindly of yourself.  The better you care for yourself, the better

you’ll be able to care for others.  There’s a reason the flight

attendant says to put on your oxygen mask first and then

help the person next to you that needs assistance.  You can’t

help that person if you can’t breathe.  Don’t get me wrong.

 Being generous and giving to others is amazing and

extremely important.  Just don’t forget about you in the

process.  This can be extra challenging for us parents.  But it

really is true that we are better parents to our kids when we

take the time to care for ourselves and amp up our own

personal happiness.  Plus, when they see us doing good

things for ourselves, they will learn to live that way, as well.

 So start to prioritize self-care, even if it seems a bit luxurious.

 Self-care stuff like a massage or alone time or reading a

book may seem like a rare treat.  But in actuality, it can be a

life-saving, mind-clearing treatment for good health.  If you

respect and nurture your own mind, body and soul, you are

already living a better life.  
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#5 Be Thankful For Today  

I know, I know, you’ve heard it a million times.  And there’s a

reason for that.  Feeling grateful and thankful in the moment is

one of the most positive, productive, healthy things you can do

for your life.  Yes, we should be thankful for the past and the

journeys that we’ve been on before today.  But feeling thankful

for today, this day, this moment, is the most powerful of all.

Pause and recognize something you’re thankful for several

times every single day (every. single. day.) – your family, your

home, your health, the delicious sandwich you had for lunch,

the pretty tree you saw on your morning walk.  Say thanks out

loud if that helps.  Write it down.  Put it in a social media post.

Do whatever it takes to recognize it and truly feel thankful.  If

you feel a slow, natural smile coming on after thinking about

what you’re thankful for today, then it worked.  You let it in,

and you felt genuine gratitude.  Life is happening right now.

 You’re in it.  Today is everything.  It can change, and it can

improve. But if you’re too caught up in “someday”, you’ll miss

out on today.  Remember that today is yesterday’s someday.

 And whether it looks exactly as you pictured it or not, it is

beautiful, and it is a gift. 
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I sure do hope these tools help enhance your life and even make

it a little more fun.  Enjoy your life!  Thanks for reading!
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